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Introduction

Multivendor IT environments
Companies primarily invest in new hardware and software according to
a price/performance ratio. In practice, this frequently leads to multivendor environments where the service must also be efficiently managed
– as otherwise the desired advantages in efficiency and flexibility are
not used to the full. However, efficiency losses in this scenario are unavoidable as several hardware and software service providers have to be
coordinated so as to ensure the smooth running of business processes
in heterogeneous and often complex globally distributed IT infrastructures. The individual manufacturers are only responsible for their own
products and offer different service levels. The customer thus has the
overall responsibility for managing and controlling the different responsibilities and service levels. The more partners and regional service
providers involved, the more difficult this task becomes.
Economic viability in service
The dilemma is obvious: when such investments in multivendor
environments based on the best price/performance ratio are looked at
more closely, they are not such the bargain they seemed when viewed
via a long-term comprehensive cost/benefit analysis. The main weak
points are the non-fulfillment of availability requirements for business
processes, a lack of flexibility when requirements change and a lack of
economic viability in service. If multivendor service skills are required
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on an international basis, the situation usually becomes even worse.
The question remains: how can we achieve an optimum in economic
viability, availability and flexibility in heterogeneous IT infrastructures.
The answer from Fujitsu to this question is Managed Maintenance.
Business requirements of heterogeneous IT infrastructures
The role of an IT manager today is indeed not always easy, as the
business requirements made of an IT department prove to be rather
complicated. CEOs expect flexibility to enable swift and effective
responses to forever changing business requirements. This frequently
calls for quick adaptation of existing services to new requirements or
even the introduction of new services. Maximum efficiency is of prime
importance for CFOs, which is why CFOs are always on the lookout for
opportunities to reduce complexity and thus costs and achieve a higher
ROI (return on investment) more quickly. Furthermore, costs should be
transparent and predictable, risks minimized and defined service requirements met. And finally there is the end user, who expects reliable
and high-performance systems that are easy to operate and ensure
high-availability access to applications and data. These requirements
for maximum productivity and user satisfaction call in turn for high service quality. Flexibility, efficiency and quality are the key factors when
it comes to achieving competitive advantages.
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Managing service contracts in practice

Service situation in multivendor environments
In the relationship between customer and service provider Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) play a central role in ensuring business
continuity and risk protection on a needs-oriented basis. In practice,
a concluded service level only becomes effective when an error occurs,
but then everything has to be fast. Which service level was concluded
for the affected IT system? Which one of the service provider‘s telephone
numbers is the correct one to report the fault? Which service provider
is the right one now? Is the fault in the server, network or operating
system? Valuable time is often lost here due to administrative activities.
Afterwards, however, the problem continues to exist because the
interpretation of SLA fulfillment can vary with each service provider
or service contract. Comprehensive reporting, related to the entire
infrastructure, which can provide an overview, is for the most part not
available. In this way, it can be very difficult to verify the economic
viability and quality of various service contracts.
Reducing complexity with efficient administration of existing
service contracts
Actually, everything could be so easy: All the IT systems of a customer
are entered in a central database and linked with the corresponding
service level agreements. In the event of a fault you turn to a defined
contact person (single point of contact), where you request fault elimination. The affected IT system is documented there in a database, the
appropriate service provider is notified according to the service level
agreement, compliance with the SLA is monitored, and appropriate
escalation mechanisms come into force in case of infringements. The
customer then receives an overview of all the affected IT system and
service activities, summarized in standardized reporting, at regular
intervals. This enables the economic viability of the service contracts
to be verified together with system reliability, and improvements in the
IT infrastructure can be derived from the insights gained.

Cost savings potential and an increase in quality with service
contract management from a single source
If you take this one step further, you can also place the entire service
responsibility for a heterogeneous infrastructure in the hands of one
service provider. In this version the customer now has the opportunity to take action and reduce service costs while at the same time
increase the quality of service delivery. Savings opportunities, which
e.g. are implemented via renegotiation or reissuing of expiring service
contracts, are defined together. The appropriate quality improvements
in service level management are then discussed and defined with this
service provider. Implementation is effected by the responsible service
manager using innovative service concepts and methods.
Managing service contracts in a complex, multinational environment
There are even further challenges in heterogeneous IT infrastructures,
whose IT systems and data centers are spread over several continents.
Here we are primarily dealing with the implementation of global, standardized service processes in the affected countries in order to ensure
smooth IT service operations on a 24-hour basis. Important considerations here are the setup of an internationally available and functioning
supply of spare parts, compliance with customs and export regulations,
onsite handling of the cultural and linguistic diversity of IT users and
not least the task of finding the right service provider in every country,
who can economically meet the required service levels. These challenges should be covered by a standardized service process, which is
also so flexible that reactions to precarious situations in IT-supported
business operations are possible at any time. In such an environment
entire teams are often busy developing solution concepts and meeting
all the desired requirements.

Customer satisfaction
Fujitsu has developed a solution scenario for each of these approaches that resulted in a high degree of satisfaction for our longstanding customers and in great trust being placed in our service
quality.

Fujitsu is responsible for the entire IT services including all call- and
escalation management, troubleshooting, asset and contract management as well as reporting. Based on this partnership Fujitsu optimized
numerous IT service contracts of Postbank Systems AG and harmonized
the service level agreements.

Postbank Systems relies on Managed Maintenance from Fujitsu
Postbank Systems AG, the IT organization of Deutsche Postbank AG,
works with Fujitsu as central instance for service management.
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Manage service contracts in IT infrastructures efficiently

Multi-stage concept for implementation of standardized services
Managed Maintenance is set up as a multi-stage concept and offers
the customer an opportunity to develop from the entry-level scenario
„Service Contract Administration“ in the direction of „Service Contract
Management“. In service contract management a large number of
service elements are available to the customer, which - depending on
requirements - can be included in the existing service concept in a
flexible way. These service elements are specified in a service catalog
and established on an international basis in the Fujitsu service units.
This is of particular importance in offer preparation and service delivery,
because ready-made, standardized elements can be used here.

Global Service Contract
Management
Single Point of
global Responsibility

Full Service Responsibility
and Management

Improve service quality and use
the economic of scale

Service Contract
Management
Single Point of
Responsibility

Basic IT Service Management as an offset

The entry into best practice
IT Services Management

Service Contract
Administration
Single Point of
Contact

Global
challenge

Seamless adoption aspired

Manage multinational
complexibility in a efficient way

Services on a global level
Global contract management is exclusively available for global customers.
Due to its great wealth of experience in international projects, Fujitsu
is in a position to prove its global expertise in local projects at any time.
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Service Contract Administration

Single point of contact
Service Contract Administration* is aimed at customers, who do not
want to immediately change their existing service contract landscape
in a heterogeneous IT infrastructure, but who are looking for the
opportunity to report all faults and service requests to a central unit
and to also regularly receive standardized reporting about all the
service activities. In this case, Fujitsu offers the option of purchasing
additive service management for the already existing service contracts.
So-called „shared services“ are made available to the customer, i.e. the
customer benefits from an existing standardized service infrastructure
of a major IT provider. As an additional option it is possible to have all
the IMAC/D services (Install, Move, Add, Change / Dispose) provided in
a heterogeneous IT infrastructure by Fujitsu from a single source.
Standardized services
Service Contract Administration
The following standardized services are available:
■ Service Desk: “Single point of contact“ for all existing service
contracts in a heterogeneous IT infrastructure, multilingual
support, 7x24 in all time zones (Follow-the-sun-principle)
■ Performance Reporting: Structured, automated and
standardized service reporting for all relevant indicators
of the respective SLAs
■ Configuration Management: All the relevant service information
about all IT systems from a single data source at the press of a
button
■ IMAC/D Contingent: Combine individual service requests
and maintenance with each other

Customer

Telephone

Fujitsu
Service Desk

Fax

Available 7x24
local language

E-mail
Internet
(eSM)
Auto-Call &
ticket system

Call
acceptance

Fault acceptance:
ID number
Customer address
Contacts
Phone number
Problem description

Reporting
Performance Reporting
Performance Reporting The service desk is supported by the related
performance reporting. This reporting is available to the customer in
the form of standardized evaluations.
The following activities are carried out as part of regular reporting:
■ Create reporting for all manufacturers in call routing
(presentation: supplier-specific, manufacturer-specific summary,
service quality, legends)
■ Change, adapt and extend the report tool
(take additional customer requirements into account)
■ Test and process the times/data supplied by the service providers
■ Presentation of service quality
■ The reports are made available to the customer depending on
the selected service level.

Technical concept
Service Contract Administration consists of standardized services for
Service Desk, Performance Reporting and Configuration Management,
which depending on the selected service level contain different service
levels and are designed for the hardware and software components of
various manufacturers.

The regular monthly reports contain:
■ Number of reported requests: all faults during the reporting
period of all affected manufacturers/service providers
■ Service Level Agreement: number of all faults with
a defined SLA
■ Contract infringements: the number of faults
in which an SLA infringement was determined
■ Contract fulfillment: diagram of service quality

Service Desk
The customer is given the opportunity to report all hardware and
software faults, and service requests for IMAC/D in a heterogeneous IT
infrastructure to one place (“Single Point of Contact“). According to the
stipulated Service Level Agreements with the different manufacturers /
service providers, their service activities are monitored in order to enable
any suitable measures to be initiated and documented by Fujitsu. There
are several possible ways of accepting service requests centrally: The
contracting parties are connected via an electronic interface so that fast
and efficient processing is possible and no relevant information is lost.

Further reports:
■ Manufacturer-specific summary
(report about the requests per manufacturer and average
SLA times)
■ Product and service quality (manufacturer-related)
■ Number of installed devices
■ Number of reported faults
■ Onsite reaction and repair times
■ Reaction times, 2nd-level (qualified call-back from
Fujitsu or service provider)

* Only available in selected countries, please check with local sales representatives.
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Service Contract Administration

Continued previous page

■ Devices with the most frequent downtimes in the last 12 months
■ Individual list of the faults in the current month
Preventive measures:
■ Constant observation and analysis of the monthly reports
■ Observation of the devices with the most frequent downtimes
in the last 12 months
■ Analysis with the appropriate manufacturers/service providers
(service reviews)

Example of SLA fulfillment in various countries:

Example of SLA fulfillment in various countries:

Maintenance of IT asset data
Configuration Management
Configuration Management ensures that all maintenance-relevant
information about the IT systems and software products of the
customer are electronically available in the current status. If service
is required, smooth fault elimination of the hardware and software
is ensured through access to the service-relevant IT asset data.
Configuration Management comprises:
■ Verification and initial entry of the asset data that
is supplied by the customers
■ Quarterly testing and change (SLA change, move, etc.)
of the maintained data
■ Creation and delivery of the asset overview to the
customer as regards the entered SLAs
■ Asset management between customer and Fujitsu
(standardized format / order file)
■ Asset management between customer and Fujitsu
(electronic data comparison)
■ Asset management between Fujitsu and service provider
(specific formats)
■ Clarification/forwarding in case of unknown assets to the
specialist customer department by Fujitsu asset management.

Database
Example of the contents of a database table for Configuration
Management:
Parameter
Equipment number
S/N
Main system yes / no
Assigment to main system
Vendor
Product / Type appellation
Type appellation (SAP)
Node name
Location u
Order number
Order position
Cost center
Material number (SAP)
Ware group
Istall date
Warrenty time
New accrual
Proclamation
Assignment until
Contract number

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Discription
Inventar ID
Serial number
Extension (without additional costs)
Which extension to which main system
Name of vendor
Product and type from technical list
Product and type from technical list
System-host name
Customer premise / address
Order number in SAP
Position number in SAp
Unit of a business which generate costs
Material number in SAP (ware group assigned)
Ware group
Moment of system installation
Warranty duration in month
Moment of accrual in Configuration Management
Moment of proclamation
Assigment until “date”
Contract number

Minimum reguiries: EQ number, manufacturer, serial number, location, SLA and price.
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Service Contract Administration

Web-based Service Management
Each customer has access to asset administration, fault entry and
monitoring as well as their analysis via a web portal.
In order to ensure and monitor agreed service levels the customer and
Fujitsu work with the same data for all affected service instances and
have a central, globally accessible interface in IT Service Management.
In this way, we ensure maximum transparency.

IMAC/D Contingent
Combine individual service requests and maintenance
with each other
Optionally, it is possible to also have all IMAC/D services performed
by Fujitsu. As part of IMAC/D services IT systems are Installed, Moved,
parts Added, configurations Changed, IT systems Disposed and
legally recycled. The IMAC/D contingent can, if required, be ordered
via the service desk in various contingent sizes and infrastructure
groups. The IMAC/D contingent is divided into three infrastructure
groups:
Office
■ PC hardware
■ Scanners

■ Notebooks
■ Monitors

Data Center High End
■ Mainframe and Enterprise server hardware and software
■ Peripheral systems for large systems
Data Center Midrange
■ X86 and X64 entry-level server hardware
■ X86 and X64 midrange server hardware
■ Peripheral systems for X86 and X64 entry-level and midrange
servers
■ Entry and midrange server software
■ Entry and midrange network hardware and software
■ Network software for large systems
■ Peripheral systems for high-end servers

Advantages and customer benefits
Service Contract Administration at a glance: :
■ Entry into best-practice service management
■ Highly standardized and controlled maintenance services
■ Flexible and scalable at all times to enable precise
adaptation to requirements
■ Existing service contracts can be continued
■ Smooth and planned transformation (entry)
■ Fixed prices and flexible billing
■ The basis for end-to-end IT service management
according to ITIL processes
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Service Contract Management

Tailor-made IT service
One responsible contact person, one contract – Service Contract Management* is aimed at customers, who no longer want to manage the
complexity of service contracts themselves, are looking for potential service savings and want to achieve an improvement in service quality. For
this purpose, Fujitsu offers tailor-made IT services, which can be adapted
to the appropriate customer environments.
Service Offering
Service Contract Management
The following services are available:
■ Service Desk: “Single point of contact” for all service contracts in
a heterogeneous IT infrastructure, multilingual support, 7x24 in
all time zones (Follow-the-sun-principle)
■ Performance Reporting: Structured, automated and flexible
service reporting for all relevant indicators of the respective SLAs.
■ Configuration Management: At the press of a button all relevant service information about all IT systems from a single data
source, if necessary also embedded in the existing tool landscape of the customer
■ IMAC/D Contingent: Combine individual service requests and
maintenance with each other
■ Account Operation Manager: An assigned Account Operation
Manager is - depending on the customer size - also available
onsite as a „Single Point of Responsibility“. As the contact person
the Account Operation Manager derives among other things
possible measures from the service reports and discusses them
with the customer and, if required, takes care of escalation in the
service processes
■ Transition / Project Management: Fujitsu assumes the project
management for the successful transformation of all available
service contracts and processes, which are to be bundled into a
general contractorship
■ Consolidation of the existing service contracts: Make one
contract out of “n” contracts with a service provider, who bears
and proves the overall responsibility for compliance with the
stipulated service level agreements.
■ Customer Contract Management: All existing contracts are
reassigned to subcontracts, SLAs are also consolidated and all
available IT systems are allocated to a defined service catalog

■ Finance processes and invoicing: Fujitsu takes over the entire
administration of all value flows of the service contracts of the
subcontractors. The customer receives a consolidated invoice
from Fujitsu on a monthly basis
■ Reinsurance with service providers: To ensure optimal fulfillment of all service levels appropriate reinsurance is concluded
with the service providers used
■ Renegotiation of expiring service contracts: When existing service contracts expire, the conditions are renegotiated in agreement with the customer with the subcontractors or, if necessary,
the service is awarded to a new service provider
■ Continuous cost optimization in the service contracts: Significant
savings potential results here through the detection of weaknesses
in the IT infrastructure and in service provider management
■ Continuous quality improvement of the IT infrastructure: Service
quality is decisively increased through the use of proactive services
and innovative service concepts

Advantages and customer benefits
Service Contract Management offers:
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Single point of contact and responsibility (prime contractor)
Clear service responsibility by management from a single source.
Consolidation of existing IT service contracts
Onsite presence through a Regional Account Operation
Manager from Fujitsu
The ability to plan IT costs and possible savings in the long term
Measurability of the quality of service the customer pays
for Relief for own qualified resources, which can then focus
more on the core business
Simple contract processing and B2B management
(reinsurance with third parties)
SLA standardization through a defined service catalog
Cost benefits through the efficient use of economies of scale
Innovative service concepts that are based on many
years of project experience

* Only available in selected countries, please check with local sales representatives.
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Global Service Contract Management

Global IT services
Global Service Contract Management is aimed at customers that use a
large number of IT systems globally. Of the already mentioned services
from service contract management the focus here is placed on the
global challenge of having all IT systems worldwide under control in
order to be able to act immediately as per the agreed service level in
the event of a fault. To implement their multinational approach Fujitsu
exclusively provides a Global Program Management Office (GPMO) in
Brussels for this group of customers, which is supported by an office
in South America and Asia respectively. Furthermore, the GPMO can in
addition to pure global contract fulfillment also plan and implement
complex IT rollouts on a worldwide basis.
Service offering
Global Service Contract Management
The following services are available:
■ Global Program and Project Management: In order to put
end-to-end service contract management of a multinational
customer into effect an entire team is usually employed
to implement all the necessary measures for global SLA fulfillment
■ Globales Transition Management: Competent consulting
and support during all project phases. In order to achieve
the required effects in service management experienced
and defined service consultants are available to the
customer. Service responsibility passes to Fujitsu on day X.
It is now a question of meeting the contractually defined
parameters
■ Globales Service Partner Management: Find the
appropriate service partner in each country, who is in a
position to economically meet all the specified SLAs
■ Globales Contract Management: Ensures the worldwide
value flows of all the parties involved and their contracts
■ Globales Service Management: Maximum performance in
service delivery for agreed SLAs, OLAs and KPIs. All service providers, up to and including logistics, must work together to ensure
smooth service operations. Service management is supported
by a web-based dashboard in order to control worldwide service
activities. Service management has the option of tracking all
activities concerned with service fulfillment via the dashboard
in real time. These monitoring options are available to the customer in parallel in the web
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Global service delivery structure of Fujitsu:
Northern
Ireland

UK

Russia

Poland

Portugal

Costa
Rica
Malaysia

Service desks – key hubs
Application development and support centers
Remote infrastructure management centers
R&D centers

Other Fujitsu locations
Data centers
GPMO centers

Advantages and customer benefits
Global Service Contract Management offers:
■
■
■
■

Handle complexity on an international basis
Represented on several continents, in various time zones
Legal, financial and tax compliance
Languages and cultures are taken into account
in terms of service quality
■ Coordination of highly complex infrastructure volumes
■ Combination of local, regional and global governance
■ Dashboard system with a real-time overview,
with no loss of global flexibility
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IT Sourcing OPTIMIZATION — Maintenance

What is the next step if customers are interested in “Managed Maintenance”? The answer is relatively easy. Fujitsu offers a standardized
consulting service “IT Sourcing OPTIMIZATION - Maintenance” at a fixed
price, in which the IT infrastructure, service levels, processes and customer strategies are analyzed in a structured way. Subsequently, the
collected information is evaluated, and cost drivers and their dependencies are identified. Possible options for action are then indicated
and appropriate recommendations are made as to how cost drivers
can be reduced or even eliminated. The potential for improvement is
also revealed. These are the main components of the management
summary that Fujitsu puts together for the customer. The analysis and
recommendations are neutral and are offered at an attractive price.

Consulting process:
Service preparation (web meeting)

1

Kick-off meeting (web meeting)

2

Record the customer requirements (on-site)

3

Draft optimization proposals

4

Compare and assess optimization proposals

5

Final presentation of results (on-site)

6
Your need for action

Deliverables
The resulting recommendation for action provides a high-load
decision-making document and a sound basis for typical follow-up
steps: Preparation of a detailed proposal for the solution (detailed
specification), proof-of-concept with a clearly described mandate and
goal or even a project definition for the introduction and implementation of Managed Maintenance.
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Summary

Benefits from centralized service administration and management: With Managed
Maintenance the customer has a central contact person for all maintenance and
support issues – worldwide. The result is significantly decreased outlay for administration for systems of different manufacturers, optimal support of multivendor
environments as well as long-term protection of investments in a heterogeneous
IT scenario. Standardized contract management creates transparency and simplifies
handling and procurement. Managed Maintenance ensures clear-cut service
responsibilities. Companies and IT staff can focus on their core business, while
problems are being solved without mutual accusations and disputes over competence. Thanks to real-time reporting customers are given an overview and control
of their IT processes as well as full transparency as to quality of service. All service
processes are geared toward the internationally recognized ITIL standard and are
certified according to an international management system with central governance.
Ten good reasons
Here are the most important reasons for asking Fujitsu to become your single point
of contact respectively your single point of responsibility for all service requirements.
01 Management from a single source —
from call acceptance right through to
problem solution incl. documentation
02 Requirement-oriented service concepts with an optimal mixture
of reactive and proactive services
03 Based on the international standard for IT service management ITIL
04 Less costs and administration
outlay for IT support contracts and
for coordination services with the
suppliers
05 Service management according to
standardized SLAs on a companywide basis

06 Single point of responsibility
for multivendor environments
07 Monitoring of service activities
and real-time reporting
08 International availability in 176
countries
09 Best-in-class logistics and flexible
price models
10 One negotiating partner, one
invoice: reduction in outlay through
end-to-end order and invoice
processing

More information: ts.fujitsu.com/services/managed_services/managed_maintenance

Contact
FUJITSU Technology Solutions GmbH
Mies-van-der-Rohe-Straße 8, 80807 Munich, Germany
Tel.: +49 1805 372 900*
E-mail: cic@ts.fujitsu.com
Website: fujitsu.com/de

All rights reserved, including intellectual property rights. Technical data subject to modifications and delivery
subject to availability. Any liability that the data and illustrations are complete, actual or correct is excluded.
Designations may be trademarks and/or copyrights of the respective manufacturer, the use of which by third
parties for their own purposes may infringe the rights of such owner.
Copyright © Fujitsu Technology Solutions GmbH 2012
* each call 14 ct/min.; the prices for calls made from mobile devices are limited to 42 ct/min.
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